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“THIS CURIOUS AND LEARNED GEOGRAPHICAL WORK” — SABIN
Lilius, Zacharias. Bp. Orbis Breviarivm. Naples, Ayolfus de Cantono 9 November 1496. 4to (215 x 151 mm.).
[iix], [216]p. Roman type, shoulder notes, printed guide letters, one rubricated three-line initial, one recto with
capitals stroked in red, TWO HALF-PAGE WOODCUT MAPS — the climate zones and the three continents encircled
by the ocean, A WHITE- AND BLACK-LINE WOODCUT FRAME of dolphins, cornucopia, foliage, scholars, lovers, etc.,
Cantono’s white-line device on the final verso.
Contemporary limp vellum (soiled), leather sewing cords laced through the spine, evidence of four
pigskin ties, manuscript spine titles.
$25,000.00
“THE FIRST GAZETTEER TO APPEAR FOLLOWING THE LANDFALL
OF COLUMBUS IN THE WEST INDIES” (White), an alphabetic

summary of universal geographic and anthropologic
knowledge. In his preface, LILIUS JUSTIFIED THE EXPLICIT
OMISSION FROM HIS WORK OF “CERTAIN ISLANDS”, as they
were not affirmed by traditional authorities.
This is the second edition. The first appeared in June 1493, just as
word of Columbus’ discovery began circulating in print in Italy
under the title, Letter on the Islands of India. By the end of 1496,
Lilius openly doubted the existence of the New World in print in
his essay “Against the Antipodes” (in Origin and Praise of the
Sciences).
This is one of seven editions signed by Neapolitan printer
Ayolfus de Cantono, whose elegant white-line border frame
decorates the text opening.
In good condition (two natural paper flaws, one affecting a few
sorts), with scattered contemporary marginal notes;
contemporary inscription of Fratris Andreae Mocte Castellaci,
bookplates of Alfred Ehrman and of his Broxbourne Library (The
Broxbourne Library (1978) 378 & reprod.).
§White, “National Gazetteers of the United States” in Names 18 (1970)
9-19; Klebs, Incunabula scientifica 607.2; Campos, Technology, Scientific
Speculation and the Great Discoveries 512-3; Sander, Le Livre à figure italien
3975; ISTC il00219000; Goff L-219; see Sabin’s A Dictionary of Books
Relating to America 41066.

THE MODEL

Salamanca. University. Estatutos hechos por la Uniuersidad de Salamanca. Salamanca, [P. de Castro 1538]. Folio
(270 x 187 mm.). 32 leaves (A-D6 E8 (E6 blank); see below). [ii], [55], [3 blank], [4]p. Central title woodcut of St.
Mark, his lion and his Gospel, royal arms above, two vertical vine strips, fine white-line woodcut of eagles,
braziers, cornucopia, etc., below.
Gilt brown morocco (B. Vera), spine and title gilt.
$18,500.00
FIRST EDITION OF THE FIRST PRINTED STATUTES OF ANY SPANISH
UNIVERSITY. SALAMANCA’S GOVERNING DOCUMENTS WERE
THE TEMPLATE FOR THIRTY-ONE NEW WORLD HISPANIC
UNIVERSITIES ERECTED BY THE END OF THE 18TH CENTURY.

Established in the 1220s, Salamanca was the jewel of Spanish
higher education, offering degrees in theology, medicine,
natural and moral philosophy, the liberal arts and law. “It was
among the most decisive factors in the formation of the Spanish
world and its ideology” (Riesco Terrero, tr.).
These sixty-five articles touch every aspect of academic life,
from the election of officers and courses of study to library and
archive maintenance and the hospital. They confirm the
independence of the Rector, codify judicial checks on the four
principal colleges, ban luxury clothing and stipulate that street
sweepers keep their appointed rounds.
I have located seven examples (Salamanca, Madrid, Oviedo,
Escorial (two), Lisbon, Paris). Of these, the first five are
defective, having 30 leaves or fewer, and the final two are of
undetermined composition. In good condition (minor stain in
the upper margins, scatttered foxing).
§Rodriguez Cruz, Salmantica Docet. La Proyección de la Universidad de
Salamanca en Hispanoamérica I: 71-3 & passim; La Universidad de
Salamanca I: Trayectoria historia edd. Fernández Álvarez et al. 75-83;
Alejo Montes, “Las Reformas y los planes de estudio de la Universidad
de Salamanca en las edades media y moderna” in REDEX. Revista de
Educación de Extremadura (2012) 4: 11-26 online; Riesco Terrero,
Proyección histórico-social de la Universidad de Salamanca…(Siglos XV y
XVI) passim; Rashdall, The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages edd.
Powicke & Emden II: 63-90 “the representative university of Spain”.
Ruiz Fidalgo, La imprenta en Salamanca, 1501-1600 (1994, 3 vols.) 216
(30ff., A-E6); Palau 83537 (not seen); USTC 348947; Catálogo Colectivo
del Patrimonio Bibliográfico CCPB001004109-5.

HIT PARADE

Toscano, Giovanni Matteo. Peplus Italiæ. Paris, F. Morel
1578. 8vo. [xvi], 128p.
Contemporary limp vellum, manuscript shelf mark on
the front panel, manuscript spine title and date.
$1800.00
Look right.
First Edition — VESPUCCI, Aldus, Machiavelli, Vittoria Colonna,
Michelangelo, Tartaglia, Serlio…. This collection honors Italy’s
explorers, authors, artists, scientists and poets. Dorat and the printer
Frédéric Morel contributed. THE FINAL PIECE DESCRIBES A CAVE NEAR
MARSEILLES; slight browning, old manuscript shelf marks, signature of
Giuseppe Martini.
§Alden, European Americana 578/71; Dumoulin, F. Morel 303.

A TEENAGER’S AMOROUS SONGBOOK

Borcht, Willem van der. Brvsselschen Blom-Hof Van Cvpido.
Bruxelles, G. Scheybel 1641. Oblong 24mo (96 x 150 mm.).
[xxxii], 222, [6]p. and THREE FULL-PAGE PLATES AND THIRTEEN
FULL-PAGE TEXT ETCHINGS BY JAN VAN DER BORCHT, THE
AUTHOR’S BROTHER, an otherwise unknown artist.
19th-century half-calf and tan boards (front hinge
repaired), gilt spine label, old blue edges.
$9500.00
Look left.

Only Edition, the nineteen-year-old poet’s first book. The first suite
explores unrequited love, the second reciprocated love, and the third
the good life — drinking, eating, laughing, SMOKING (THREE POEMS
PRAISE TOBACCO). The illustrations include a suitor on his knees
pleading with his hard-hearted mistress who literally shows him the
door, negotiations with a prostitute, Death claiming Cupid even as he
draws his bow…. A QUATRAIN ON THE MONA LISA begins the volume. No
copies in U.S. libraries. In good condition (eight leaves trimmed askew,
one headline shaved, one quire slightly stained), a couple of margins
uncut; signature of bibliophile and champion of early Flemish literature
C.-P. Serrure (Catalogue (1872) I: 841 “Rare…figures curieuses”).
§Praz, Studies in 17th-Century Imagery 281; Funck, Le Livre belge à gravures 261 &
282 “très rare”; Scheurleer, Nederlandsche Liedboeken 162; STCV 6502976.

TOGETHER, THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ARMENIAN CHILDREN’S ENCYCLOPEDIA

Vanandec’i, Matteos & Lukas. [Armenian title transliterated:] Bnabanut‘iwn Imastasirakan, Kam Tarerabanut‘iwn
[Natural Philosophy, or Elemental Science]. Amsterdam, the Authors for T. Vanandec‘i 1702. 8vo. 120p. and A
FOLDING ENGRAVING OF THE WINDS AND COMPASS ROSE. FULL-PAGE ASTRONOMICAL ENGRAVING, TEXT ENGRAVING
OF THE FOUR ELEMENTS, woodcut title vignette.
Early 19th-century straight-grained red morocco, gilt rule-and-bead outer border around a foliage roll, flat
spine and title gilt, all edges gilt.
With:
Vanandec‘i, Matteos & Lukas. [Armenian title transliterated:] Oskeay Durn Dpratan [Door to Knowledge].
Amsterdam, the Authors for Tovmas Vanandec‘i 1699. 8vo. [ii], 70p. Text in fleuron frames, FULL-PAGE
ENGRAVING, woodcut arms of the printer, title in an architectural woodcut frame with King David reading.
With:
Vanandec‘i, Matteos, Lukas & Tovmas. [Armenian title transliterated:] Yognadimi Astuacabankan, Baroyakan ew
k‘aghak‘akan iroghut‘eanc’ sahmank‘ [Collection of Useful Knowledge]. Amsterdam, the Authors for T. Vanandec‘i
1704. 8vo. [vi], 58p. FULL-PAGE ALLEGORICAL ENGRAVING of Moral Strength, Justice and Prudence.
$8,500.00
Ad I-III: First Editions, WRITTEN, FINANCED AND PRINTED BY
UNCLES, COUSINS AND NEPHEWS. None of the volumes
appears to be held by a North American Library.
In excellent condition.
Ad I: A compendium of the natural world, cosmography and
geology. It deals with meteorology, volcanos, colors, divination
and finally the human body, memory, health and appetite. It
includes A PREVIOUSLY UNNOTICED MENTION OF AMERICA and
Lukas Vanandec‘i‘s Armenian translation of Aristotle’s De
virtute, the previously unrecognized FIRST APPEARANCE IN
ARMENIAN OF ANY ARISTOTELIAN TEXT.
§Kévorkian, Catalogue des ‘Incunables’ arméniens (1511/1695) 67; Hakob
Meghapart Project The Armenian Book 1512-1800 (online) 221.

Ad II: This covers grammar, logic, speech, music, mathematics,
poetry, geography, metals, astronomy, the four elements and
four humors, politics, dream interpretation, the calendar, etc.
(final quire misbound).
§Kévorkian 64; Meghapart Project 181.

Ad III: A kind of courtesy book, this alphabetic dictionary of
civil life and theology offers rules of conduct and doctrinal
guidance.
§Kévorkian 66; Meghapart Project 201; Nersessian, Catalogue of Early
Armenian Books 71.

CRAFTSMAN’S PATTERN BOOK

Bourdon, Pierre. Livre Premier [-Second] Essais de Gravûre. Paris, the Artist 1703. Oblong 8vo (188 x 251 mm.).
Two suites with FOURTEEN ENGRAVINGS by Bourdon (including title-pages).
Also illustrated on the title. $1900.00
Contemporary calf (repaired), gilt spine and title, edges sprinkled red.
Finely executed designs for watch and cosmetic cases, snuff boxes, keys, mirror and painting frames, architecture, jewelry, textiles,
furniture, table service, gun stocks, decanters, clock pendulums…. AMONG THE IMAGES IS A MAN SEATED SMOKING TOBACCO. Nearly
all sets lack the third suite, issued five years later (only one example in the U.S. even has the second). Modest condition (thumbed,
soiled, spotted), bookplate of Edmond Lincoln.
§BN, Inventaire du fonds français Graveurs du XVIII siècle III: 320-21,1-2 (I-II only); Ritter, Illustrierter Katalog der Ornamentstich-sammlung des
Österreichisches Museum für Kunst und Industrie I: 186 (I-II only).
e

GASTRONOMY, COSTUME & DESIRE —
SECOND COMPLETE RECORDED COPY

Engelbrecht, Martin.
Der Menschen Zung und Gurgel
Weid…vorgestellt durch die unterschiedliche Arten der Geträncke.
[Augsburg, M. Engelbrecht] c. 1720. Folio (375 x 232 mm.).
ETCHED AND ENGRAVED TITLE AND ELEVEN PLATES OF MEN,
WOMEN AND CHILDREN DRINKING BEVERAGES — ALL THE
PLATES IN CONTEMPORARY COLOR AND HEIGHTENED IN GOLD.
The ornamental title displays glasses, goblets, flasks,
cups, tankards and bottles. The prints show richly dressed
subjects consuming their chosen drink in the intimacy of the
bedroom (mother’s milk), at the public trough (water), in the
abbey (beer), sheltered by the pleasure house (wine) and so
on. The outer frames further the narratives with games of
chance (tobacco), fine porcelain (coffee and tea), a sugarloaf
(lemonade), etc. The engraved verses below each image
elaborate its moral and social context.
Gray boards, manuscript title on the front cover.

$24,500.00

This lively print suite shows the stages of man from the suckling infant,
eager at his mother’s breast, to the ailing burgher, sourly sipping his
medicine. We see AN IDLE YOUTH LOST IN PIPE DREAMS AS HE SMOKES
TOBACCO, an amorous couple sharing mead and sweets, an old woman
in a tavern reviving her spirits with a glass of brandy and A BUXOM LASS
AMOROUSLY SERVING A CUP OF CHOCOLATE. Apparently only one other
integral set survives (Berlin; those at Göttweig Abbey and Nürnberg are
defective; Yale has only the title-page). The Arents copy, cut down and
mounted, is a later issue with the base of the plates trimmed off and the
verses in letterpress. In fine condition (four short marginal tears neatly
repaired).
§Schott, Der Augsburger Kupferstecher und Kunstverleger Martin Engelbrecht 317987 (10 plates only); Arents & Brooks, Tobacco: Its History 540A (dated to 1725);
Mueller, Bibliographie des Kakao 20; Hünersdorff & Hasenkamp, Coffee: A
Bibliography 471 (incorrect, not seen).

WHERE YOU’D LEAST EXPECT IT

Boussu, Gilles-Joseph de. Histoire De La Ville D’Ath.
Mons, J.B.J. Varret 1750. 8vo. [xvi], 443, [21]p. and
FOLDING ENGRAVED TOWN VIEW.
Contemporary mottled calf (worn), gilt spine and
morocco label, red edges. Word search on the right. $750.00
Only Edition of this history of Ath — its abbeys, armories,
brasseries, butcher shops, schools, festivals, sieges and battles,
comets, supernatural occurrences…. It mentions COLUMBUS’
DISCOVERY OF THE NEW WORLD. One copy in U.S. collections. In
modest condition, bookplate of Ad. Lefrancq.
§Pirenne, Bibliographie de l’histoire de Belgique 1280.

PRINTER’S BIBLIOGRAPHY

Zatta, Antonio. Lettera Giustificativa. Venice, A. Zatta
1761. 8vo. 83p. Etched title vignette.
Flush-cut in contemporary floral wrappers over
stiff paper boards (repaired, front board nearly off).
A bit trickier.
$850.00
Only Edition. In defending his 1760 Dimostrazione dell’ ossequio, the
Venetian publisher Zatta provides AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
SIXTY-TWO RECENT BOOKS ATTACKING THE JESUITS, many on the
Order’s 1759 suppression in Portugal and THE NEW WORLD. I have
located two copies in the U.S. Internally fresh, some lower edges
uncut.
§Vigni Pecchioli, Bibliografia delle edizioni giuridiche antiche in lingua italiana
II(2): 607.

SECOND COPY KNOWN

Cavelier, Pierre-Guillaume. Catalogue Des Livres.
Paris, for P.-G. Cavelier 1775. 12mo. 35p.
Sewn as issued.
Don’t give up.
$3500.00
Fixed-price stock subject catalog devoted to 18th-century
medicine, natural history, chemistry, anatomy, pharmacy,
surgery and diet. Exclusively in French or Latin, the three
hundred entries are alphabetic by author or title and include the
format, place and date of publication and the number of
volumes — single volumes of sets are often offered separately.
The then most prominent English, German, Dutch and French
physicians and scientists dominate the list, with mineralogy,
NEW WORLD BOTANICALS, books of secrets and winemaking
offered as well. The books were published in twenty-six cities,
from Jena to Edinburgh and Rome to Regensburg. In original
condition (lightly foxed, first and last leaves more so); a
contemporary annotator (?in Cavelier’s shop) added two titles to
the main run and supplied one price and nine titles on cholera,
fevers and poisons to the final blank verso.
§Lesage et al., Catalogues de libraires 1473-1810 557 (Paris BnF only).

WISHFUL THINKING

Le Socrate Marseillois, Ou Particularités…du fameux
Annibal Camoux de Marseille, décédé…à l’âge de 122.
Marseille, J. Mossy 1773. 12mo. xii, port., 151p.
Engraved plate with a full-figure portrait of Camoux.
Vellum-backed marbled boards.
$1400.00
Enough already!
Only Edition. This study of the super-centenarian Annibal
Camoux (!1638-1759) mixes romantic personal history, local lore
and medical advice with his views on architecture, astronomy,
natural history and philosophy. It records vignettes of his
middle and late life, promotes his health regime (NINE PAGES ON
HIS TOBACCO USE) and dwells on the elixirs he concocted from
exotic botanicals bought on the docks. His classification of plant
specimens gave rise to conversations with Tournefort. I have not
located a copy in the U.S. In good condition.
§Conlon, Le Siècle des Lumières 73:469.

DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME

Unterricht wie man die aus dem Wasser gezogenen oder
erstickten Menschen wieder zu sich selbst bringen, und ihr
Leben erhalten könne. Bern, Municipal Printer 1776. 4to.
20p. and LARGE FOLDING ETCHED AND ENGRAVED
PLATE.
Contemporary decorated paper spine reinforcement.
$1950.00
Only Edition. The Bern health council recommends TOBACCO
to save drowning and choking victims, miners
suffering black-lung disease and those with frostbite and
hypothermia. “The mainstay of treating the ‘apparently dead’
was warmth and stimulation. Rubbing the skin was one method
of stimulation, but injecting tobacco smoke into the rectum was
generally thought more powerful” (Lawrence). The tobacco
leaves were heated in a chamber attached to bellows, which
pumped the smoke into the anus. The device is illustrated and
its operation described. I have found only a defective copy in the
U.S. In good condition (title stamped removed).
SMOKE ENEMAS

§VD18 1071443X; see Lawrence’s “Tobacco smoke enemas” in The
Lancet 359 (2002) 1442.
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